Math 119A
Homework Set 1
Due Friday, January 15 at 1:10 PM

Instructions:

1. Each group turns in one homework, and each participating group member receives the same grade on the assignment. One member of the group is responsible for writing the homework (the writer), and this writer rotates for every assignment.

2. Put all of your group member’s names on the write-up and clearly indicate the writer. Also indicate non-participating group members.

3. Your write-up should be neat, clear and readable by someone who does not know how to do the problem. You are being graded on clarity as well as correctness.

4. Cite your help. If you received help on a problem, e.g. friends (outside the group), TAs, other books, websites, etc. note this on the assignment. You will not lose credit for getting help as long as you acknowledge it.

Problems to turn in

• P2 - a, b, c (from the sheet posted on 1/4)

• 2.2 - 2, 7, 10

• 2.4 - 7, 9